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DR. ABU SAKARA FOSTER  

AND  

THE DRAMATIC NEO-COLONIAL MENTALITY 

(A Symptom of the February 24 Betrayal) 

By 

Lang T. K. A. Nubuor 

The second Sunday in the month of February this year ends with the dramatic when Dr. 

Abumichael Sakara-Foster, a.k.a. Dr. Abu Sakara Foster, the failed Presidential Candidate of 

the Convention People‟s Party in the 2012 general elections, declares a policy as „a fantastic 

contribution‟ in a Facebook sort-of-think-tank on his Wall only to be informed by the person 

he praises that the policy statement is actually that of Governor Guggisburg of the then Gold 

Coast. The Governor stands in front of the colonial Legislative Council somewhere in the 

1920s making a statement of colonial policy to promote oil palm production over cocoa for 

export1 (but not for internal consumption and industrialization).   

The policy statement contradicts Dr. Sakara-Foster‟s inward direction of produce use and 

yet he falls for it in great jubilation. The statement does not just call for the revival of oil palm 

production and the improvement of the method of cultivation as well as provision of „local 

centres for decortications and crushing‟ but significantly plans to „run a railway and more 

feeder roads through the oil palm belt‟ – surely to the harbour in accordance with colonial 

transport infrastructural development policy. That policy, with its outward direction, links 

                                                             
1 The post quotes Guggisburg‟s speech as follows: 

 

Guggisburg Speech to Legislative Council on the dangers of a mono-crop economy 

 

If the coca boom has done us harm, it will anyway have done us one good thing if it has made everyone realise 

the danger of depending entirely on one main article of produce. In 1920, 83 percent of our exports consisted of 

cocoa. Again and again, we have talked of „all our eggs in one basket‟. Verily the truth of this has come home at 

last! ... What we want is something that will rival cocoa – something that will place us more firmly than ever at the 

top of the Crown Colony produce ladder. For we must remember that head for head and acre for acre, we are a 

long way ahead of any other Crown Colony in both trade and revenue. We must maintain that position by finding 

something new that will compete with their steadily growing new products ... Undoubtedly, the next best product 

– if not a better one than cocoa – is that of our oil palm. Neglected by everyone except that far-seeing and 

capable chief Mate Kole and his Krobo farmers, our palm oil and kernel export had dwindled to a few miserable 

thousand tons a year. 

 

Four things we must do: 

 

1 – Take up again our old oil palm cultivation 

2 – Improve the method of cultivation 

3 – Run a railway and more feeder roads through the oil palm belt 

4 – Provide local centres for decortications and crushing.  
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African countries with Europe and America. In the process, African countries are delinked 

or disconnected from each other in infrastructure to consolidate Africa‟s balkanization.  

This conflict in Dr. Sakara-Foster‟s mind is characteristic. It epitomizes the neo-colonial 

intellectual‟s split personality whereby one part of their conscience is reflective of Africa‟s 

best self-interest and the other part retains and reproduces the colonial legacy.  The 

Facebook Wall post is clearly entitled Guggisburg Speech to Legislative Council on the 

dangers of a mono-crop economy. Could he fail to see it? Whatever it is, his general 

endorsement of the statement stems from his Ghanocentric (as opposed to Africocentric) 

conception of internal development that is in accord with the policy statement‟s thrust of the 

Gold Coast Crown Colony competing with (not complementing) the other African Colonies.  

Some Definitions in Discussion  

This reproduction of the colonial policy of divide and rule among Africans is not exhibited 

here only as a regurgitation of something internalized but veritably as one of the seats of the 

African intellectual‟s dual personality. The intellectual reinforcement of this internalization is 

found in an analytical cast of mind that splits phenomenon into atomistic entities existing in 

the phenomenon not in their interactive integrity but as unconnected wholes within the said 

phenomenon. Hence, the economic structure of a country, Ghana, in this instance, is treated 

as an independent stratum that can be analyzed on its own without a treatment of its 

interaction with the other strata like social classes and the State-type. This is economism.  

In their contributions on Dr. Sakara-Foster‟s Facebook (FB) platform, both Dr. Sakara-Foster 

and his mentor, Kwamena Essilfie Adjaye, are concerned, for example, with the existing 

decadent neo-colonial socio-economic system in terms of its economic problems. They 

isolate the economic crisis and seek to resolve it as an economic issue (not as an issue of the 

political economy) to assure the smooth operation of the neo-colonial system as a whole. 

They try to resolve the crisis within the economy by way of permutations of import and 

export activities without reference to the State-type. That is the essence of economism. It 

does not resolve such crises holistically but in the narrow context of the economy as such.    

Hence, Dr. Sakara-Foster, as we observe below, projects a return to Dr. Kwame Nkrumah‟s 

policies without taking into consideration that those policies are implemented within a 

nascent alternative socio-economic system with its unique State-type growing alongside 

the decaying inherited colonial state which is impervious to them. The revival of the colonial 

state legacy after the 1966 coup d‟état and the destruction of the nascent State, which was 

designed to carry out those policies, bar the way for their implementation. State Enterprises 

emanating from Dr. Nkrumah‟s policies have proved difficult if not impossible to run 

successfully within the revived neo-colonial system. Policy-types have their State-types.  

Efforts to solve problems of a particular socio-economic system, that is, putting it to repairs, 

to assure its smooth operation, but not to replace it, constitute social engineering of that 

system. After attributing problems of the economy to lack of confidence, a contributor on Dr. 

Sakara-Foster‟s FB Wall suggests repair measures in this way: „I would have expected; 1. the 

sacking of all deputy ministers 2. shrinking of government by first joining ministries 
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together and reducing the number of workers, 3. cutting down on all travels and expensive 

celebrations and then the windfall can be invested in efforts that generate revenue.‟ This 
typifies social engineering. It retains but does not seek replacement of the system. 

 

It is clear from the foregoing that our neo-colonial intellectuals use economistic perspectives 

in their social engineering of the existing neo-colonial socio-economic system to sustain it in 

existence. Their palpable failure so far in handling the system is symbolized in Kwamena 

Essilfie Adjaye‟s lack of impact on the economy in spite of the litany of economistic platform-

types, like Dr. Sakara-Foster‟s FB Wall, that he performs on whether for noko fio2 or not. This 

brings us to a substantive treatment of issues raised on Dr. S-Foster‟s Wall before offering 

our alternative policy options not for the social engineering of this neo-colonial system but 

its replacement. It is useless. In anticipation we define the political economy perspective. 

That perspective is founded on materialist dialectics – the philosophical base of historical 

materialism. It views modern society as a class society. It traces the emergence and nature 

of the State to the struggle of these classes to assume supremacy over each other to project 

their social class interest as the definition of „the national interest‟. On the basis of such a 

„national interest‟ all classes are mobilized and organized for production and defence. This 

so-called national interest is then reflected in the people‟s material and intellectual culture. 

The content of even music and architecture hence reflects this class domination of society. In 

Consciencism and Class Struggle in Africa, Dr. Kwame Nkrumah explains this clearly.  

The special features of this political economy perspective are indicated in the manner 

society is understood as an integral whole wherein every stratum is not only connected to 

any other stratum but constantly interacts with them. Hence, studying the political economy 

of the media, for instance, requires their being situated in their relations with all organs of 

State and civil society. The comprehensive methodology of a political economy perspective 

enables deep-seated and multifaceted appreciation of social reality. This lends it the reject 

by guilty dominating classes who are easily exposed in their evil dealings with society. The 

formal institutions for this reject are our universities as directed on neo-colonial premises. 

The absence of this perspective in socio-economic analysis is identified by the manifest 

shallow exposition exhibited in the analysis which is mono-directional in the treatment of its 

subject. This immediately recalls our discussion of the economistic perspective that remains 

in the field of economics and therefore displays mono-directionism, if you understand what 

we mean. In the usages of political economy analysts like Dr. Nkrumah, the economistic 

perspective is said to be mechanical while the political economy perspective is described 

as dialectical. Listening to personalities like Kwesi Pratt and Explo Nani-Kofi the dialectical 

perspective is undeniable. Dr. Sakara-Foster and Adjaye rather showcase economism.3  

                                                             
2
In Ghanaian parlance, by transliteration, that means „something small‟ as applied by the corruptible and corrupt 

politicians and technocrats as well as the little characters in the public service.  

 
3 A typical economistic thinking appears on the Dr. Sakara-Foster FB Wall and is here quoted in part thus: „The 

NDCs (sic) signature on the economy is clear and has always been like that anytime they are in power. The 

economy of a nation is driven by profits. When businesses make profits they employ more people to make more 
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These seemingly abstract categories are the driving forces that propel scientific thought and 

unscientific pretentions of thinking. Let us now see how Dr. Abumichael Sakara-Foster finely 

exhibits the economistic perspective while we get to the substance of his prescriptions on 

policy. 

Dr. Sakara-Foster Speaks 

Dr. Sakara-Foster describes his platform as „a face book page for the exchange of views and 

social interaction for all Ghanaians‟. He explains that „it is not dedicated to a particular party 

forum and does not have to conform to any one person‟s views‟. He adds that „it is not for 

passing judgement on other people‟s views or indeed their motivations‟. All that is expected 

of one is to „contribute what (one has) to say that will make a difference to the issue at hand. 

It is for readers to read the contributions and make up their minds.‟ He urges us to 

„Remember that no one has monopoly of ideas and integrity.‟ For him, „What we have as 

Ghanaians are shared values and our own opinions on issues.‟ (Emphasis added) 

These project something like a think tank into which people drop their ideas and merely 

read those of others with the view to „critically examining‟ them. After such a critical reading 

one makes up one‟s mind. Presumably, one‟s conclusions (that is what making one‟s mind 

entails) on those quietly deposited ideas are not to be made known to others. They are to be 

a guarded secret. It is here difficult to understand how one could undertake a critical 

examination of some ideas without „passing judgement‟ on them. That appears to be a neat 

contradiction in terms. For, to critically examine an idea entails a judgement as to its validity 

and soundness or otherwise. Whether that judgement is suppressed or not it is a judgement. 

But Dr. Sakara-Foster does not really intend that one‟s judgement be kept within one‟s heart 

without ventilation. For, he does not only ask Kwamena Essilfie Adjaye to ventilate as to 

whether his (Dr. Sakara-Foster‟s) opinion „sound(s) feasible‟ (He asks, „Comrade Kwamena 

does this sound feasible?‟); and, of course, Kwamena gives his critical blessing. Indeed, Dr. 

Sakara-Foster himself passes adoring adulations on Governor Guggisburg‟s speech extract 

and offers a critical comment to boot. His real intention is to bar a particular contributor from 

making particular comments which he, considering himself „the moderator‟, finds to be a 

constitution of „disruptive tactics‟ and thus deletes his critical comments from the platform. 

That is certainly the double-standards style of the neo-colonial petite-bourgeois politician.  

*** 

We have cited Dr. Sakara-Foster as asserting that „What we have as Ghanaians are shared 

values and our own opinions on issues.‟ This assertion, in our class-ridden society, smells 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
profits, thus creating more jobs. When they post loses (sic) and don‟t know when they can next make profits they 

refuse to reinvest. Why should the private sector suffer for the public sector to squander? More taxes on those 

who create and less on those who consume sends wrong signals that those in control cant (sic) manage. Thus the 
lack of confidence.‟ This kind of thinking is finely cast in the mechanical: it sees profit as the driver of the 

economy and yet locates problems of the economy not in that all-powerful driver but in occasions of NDC 

ascension to power – suggesting that under NPP rule, for example, no such problems exist. 
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foul of the reality of contrasting and contradictory values that define the Ghanaian body 

polity. It is this reality that creates a schizophrenic situation whereby one‟s objective class 

position conflicts with their class origin – assuring that one could be at a loss as to which 

conflicting class interest to serve. Certainly, Dr. Sakara-Foster‟s „less than 3%‟ who receive 

70% of the public sector wage bill have a value in strikes while the remaining 97% have no 

utility for them. The system-installed mechanism for robbing the state is the elite‟s preserve. 

That is to raise the ideological question in its definition of state policy. For sure, since values 

are the determinant of ideological direction and the latter defines state policy Dr. Sakara-

Foster‟s ideological direction needs to be understood if we are to appreciate his preferred 

policy of state. In this respect, what do we glean from the following that he addresses to a 

contributor on his platform: „You have described yourself a Marxist of one kind (or) the 

other, so people want to know how far you are prepared to go in your policies and still keep 

Ghana democratic?‟ The contributor actually talks about Marxism-Nkrumaism.4 Additionally, 

nobody on the platform but Dr. Sakara-Foster himself raises the issue this way. 

Our instant observation discerns an intellectually indecent contrast that Abumichael strikes 

between Marxist policies and democratic policies. It is the normal bourgeois propaganda 

device that positions Marxism and democracy as poles apart. Such propaganda clothes 

„capitalism‟ as „democracy‟. So that in asking how far the contributor is prepared to retain 

democracy in Ghana in his pursuit of Marxist policies Dr. Abumichael Sakara-Foster is in 

effect asking how capitalism could still be accommodated within a Marxist framework. In 

this respect, his assumption of the current capitalist neo-colonial state as a sacrosanct given 

that must be retained cannot escape the discerning analyst. He does not seek to replace it. 

*** 

It is within this context of capitalist neo-colonialism that he disingenuously calls for the 

restoration of „the Nkrumahist path of building a self reliant home grown economy that has a 

strong manufacturing sector‟. He envisages within that „Nkrumahist‟ spirit that with that 

restoration if Ghana and Ghanaians had retained at least 30% of shares in the operations of 

„telecos‟, which had transferred $260 million in 2013, an equivalent to that percentage would 

have been saved. While lamenting these losses he regrets „the potential loss of foreign 

exchange‟ from all the glass imported by the real estate industry and cries out at deafening 

pitch „What if Aboso Glass factory were open?‟ A significant saving that would be!, he adds.  

What are the consequences of this savings-loss due to the fact that „the structure of the entire 

economy has deviated from Nkrumahist path of building a self reliant home grown economy 

that has a strong manufacturing sector‟? Abumichael projects an entrenchment of trade 

deficit, high import bill that leads to continued cedi depreciation, crippled capacity to arrest 

rising cost of living and erosion of „capacity to pay higher wages‟. In other words, the 

                                                             
4 That is how Dr. Kwame Nkrumah characterizes his thought system in June Milne, Kwame Nkrumah: The 

Conakry Years, p. 196 where „Marxism-Nkrumaism‟ is interchangeably used with „Nkrumaism‟. We have 

preferred the use of „Marxism-Nkrumaism‟ to „Nkrumaism‟ since „Marxism-Nkrumaism‟ is more specific and pre-

empts any attempt to position Nkrumaism outside the Marxist or scientific socialist framework.  
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erudite agronomist teaches that the solution to the neo-colonial crisis can only be found in 

the extra-systemic policies of Nkrumaism. The sacred point, however, is that once upon a 

time the implementation of such policies was facilitated by an alternative State system. 

Dr. Sakara-Foster‟s landing on the correct solution to our neo-colonial existence is, however, 

accidental: he finds no solution from within the capitalist neo-colonial system that he loves 

so much; he looks around and finds in history policies that make economic sense; not 

appreciating that those policies required at that time an alternative operational State 

system for their implementation due to the impervious nature of the colonial state legacy he 

thinks, without the benefit of this valuable lesson in Nkrumaist history, that that impervious 

system could be relied on for their implementation. This is categorized as mechanical or 

metaphysical thinking situate in non-dialectical manipulation of the thinking process. 

What Do We Do? 

The logic of our African history hence suggests that the solution to our neo-colonial state of 

existence is not found within that existence‟s system of servitude to imperialism through its 

surrogate system of capitalist neo-colonialism. The focus of change, so to say, is not on the 

social engineering of the plainly decadent system of neo-colonialism but on its replacement 

by way of a consistent exploitation of democratic opportunities, their enhancement through 

class struggles in the streets, at the workplace, in the farm, in the classrooms of institutions 

of learning and right at the centre of neo-colonial state survival – the executive and its 

administrative apparatus, the legislature, the judiciary and the security forces of repression 

– to build an independent socialist socio-economic system. It is not the duty of Marxist-

Nkrumaists to repair this rotten system. Theirs is to uproot it from African soil without trace.5  

Such struggles, in their democratic and revolutionary implications, are, therefore, the 

crucible within which the required and necessary alternative set of institutions and 

practices are fashioned out for the systematic replacement of this decadent system that 

stultifies our march forward as proud Africans showcasing once again to the world of 

humanity that African Personality whose achievements now lie in the debris of historical 

distortion but are nevertheless being unearthed to the deep admiration of all who desire to 

know about African creativity.  At this great juncture in African historical redefinition in the 

sands of our inheritance let the Abumichaels stop flinging at us neo-colonialist-inspired 

aspersions of being „extremists‟ and „disgruntled‟, we, who have assumed the great mantle 

of Marxism-Nkrumaism. Surely, such aspersions are always cast on Dr. Kwame Nkrumah.  

The rise of African people across the African continent and the Diaspora against this system 

of injustice and state decadence, where Dr. Sakara-Foster and his ilk are left with nothing 

but self-acknowledged monetary measures to hold the system but temporarily, is inevitable. 

No number of name-callings can abort this inevitability. The suppression, through deletion 

                                                             
5 This requires building a socialist alternative system of values, thought and practices reflected in new institutions 

of state and society in all fields of democratic human endeavour – from agriculture, industry and politics to the 

arts and sciences. This is a total war on neo-colonialism which must be infiltrated simultaneously to shorten its life 

span. This war of construction and deconstruction involves selfless service to humankind, sacrifice and suffering. 
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of these expressions of finality to the neo-colonial system from the „Abu Sakara Foster‟ FB 

Wall, does not stop this tide of history. That is a tide the concrete details of whose unfolding 

can only remain in and be determined in the practical experiences of the African masses 

and their revolutionary intellectuals in the class battles already fought and those ahead. 

These battles for African redemption remain defined in the golden words of Osagyefo Dr. 

Kwame Nkrumah of Africa, who never dies in the living memory of African patriots, thus: 

The African Revolution, while still concentrating its main effort on the 

destruction of imperialism, colonialism and neo-colonialism, is aiming 

at the same time to bring about a radical transformation of society. It is 

no longer a question of whether African Independent States should 

pursue a capitalist or non-capitalist path of development. The choice 

has already been made by the workers and peasants of Africa. They 

have chosen liberation and unification; and this can only be achieved 

through armed struggle under socialist direction. For the political 

unification of Africa and socialism are synonymous. One cannot be 

achieved without the other. 

“Peoples‟ capitalism”, “enlightened capitalism”, “class peace”, “class 

harmony” are all bourgeois capitalist attempts to deceive the workers 

and peasants, and to poison their minds. A “non-capitalist road”, 

pursued by a “united front of progressive forces”, as some suggest, is 

not even practical politics in contemporary Africa. There are only two 

ways of development open to an Independent African State. Either it 

must remain under imperialist domination via capitalism and neo-

colonialism; or it must pursue a socialist path by adopting the 

principles of scientific socialism. It is unrealistic to assert that because 

industrialisation is in its infancy, and a strong proletariat is only 

beginning to emerge, that it is not possible to establish a socialist 

state. History has shown how a relatively small proletariat, if it is well 

organised and led, can awaken the peasantry and trigger off socialist 

revolution. In a neo-colonialist situation, there is no half-way to 

socialism. Only policies of all-out socialism can end capitalist-

imperialist exploitation. 

Socialism can only be achieved through class struggle. In Africa, the 

internal enemy – the reactionary bourgeoisie – must be exposed as 

exploiters and parasites, and as collaborators with imperialists and 

neo-colonialists on whom they largely depend for the maintenance of 

their positions of power and privilege. The African bourgeoisie 

provides a bridge for continued imperialist and neo-colonialist 

domination and exploitation. The bridge must be destroyed. This can 

be done by worker-peasant solidarity organised and directed by a 

vanguard socialist revolutionary Party. When the indigenous 

bourgeoisie and imperialism and neo-colonialism are defeated, both 

the internal and external enemies of the African Revolution will have 

been overcome, and the aspirations of the African people fulfilled. 
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As in other areas of the world where socialist revolution is based 

largely on the peasantry, African revolutionary cadres have a 

tremendous task ahead. 

Kwame Nkrumah, Class Struggle in Africa, pp. 84-85 

It is thus not the duty of the African Marxist-Nkrumaist revolutionary to look for lasting policy 

solutions for neo-colonialism when its upholders themselves cannot find those solutions 

since the system is too rotten to be salvaged on the basis of long term solutions generated 

from within it. The African revolutionary, imbued with the desire to achieve meaningful 

democracy where the masses of the people truly exercise power on their leaders, dedicates 

themselves to service, sacrifice and suffering to achieve the popular democracy that 

scientific socialism embeds within the parameters of Marxism-Nkrumaism. To this end, the 

question that is uppermost in the mind of the African revolutionary is the organization of the 

African mass. Probably you added that „because the organization of the masses decides 

everything!‟  

For reasons of brevity, we have not discussed Dr. Sakara-Foster‟s unco-operative stance 

within the CPP for re-organization in the service of Nkrumaism, even as he prefers to 

understand it without its Marxist connotations, while he mobilizes for ideas to help the NDC 

government manage the neo-colonial economy. Could nepotism be the determinant of all 

this, apart from Samia Nkrumah‟s organizational lapses? Whatever it is, his miserable 

performance in the last elections and Samia‟s loud presidential ambitions have so dented 

the noko fio and double-standards politician‟s confidence that he finds succour in the 

innocent praises of those he calls „ordinary people‟ who sparsely populate his Facebook 

„comment‟ and „like‟ list. At the end of his ideologically narrow and dictatorial platform on 

the economy his summary and statement of triumph over so-called extremists receives 12 

„likes‟ and 3 „comments‟ as at the time of concluding this article on February 22, 2014. Ayikoi 

Otoo calls this gbeshie. It was posted on the 16th instant. It runs thus: 
 

Noted good public discussions on the economy this week. Clear focus 

on growing the economy to increase tax base as a prerequisite to 

adequate salaries and expanded delivery of services than (sic) 

improve standard of living. Public awareness of size and efficiency of 

government as a bane to economy is being debated constructively. 

Your voices are being heard one way or another in public domain, do 

not be afraid to call into discussions on radio stations. If you don‟t call 

the serial callers have it all to themselves. Make your voices heard!!! 

Ordinary people matter!!! You are the silent majority. Don‟t allow the 

extremists to drown you out. You (sic) opinion matters...     

Down with the February 24 1966 Great Betrayal! 

Postscript  

Dr. Abumichael Sakara-Foster, a.k.a. Dr. Abu Sakara Foster, is now invited to delete this 

piece also from wherever he might be reading it. What a neo-colonial Presidential material!  

February 22, 2014. 


